
ION flANCII WIIING 

HR-57 
ADAPTER 

Adapts Plug/Housing connector to ring-style 
connections for dash mounted toggle dimmer switches 

�&pw 
connects any of the 

following headlight dimmer 
switch wiring to our DS-05 
Toggle Dimmer Switch: 
1. Our HR-56 Headlight Relief Relay Kit
2. Our wiring harness
3. Another company's wiring harness
... as long as there is a standard three-

�connection dimmer switch plug on the 
recipient wires. This eliminates the need E
to cut off the plug and then hand crimp ring terminals
for attaching to the toggle dimmer switch. The blue
wire is the feed wire, which will go to the center
terminal on the toggle, red is low beam and brown is
high beam.
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